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-ABSTRACT
The Romance of the Rose, by Guillaume de Lorris and Jean de
Meun, is a thirteenth century French poem. Allegorical in nature,
its story is a typically medieval one, the quest of a Lover for the
Rose, the object of his quest.
The critical problems surrounding the interpretation of this
poem are twofold. First, the various m o d e m critical approaches to
medieval literature - the literal allegorical, the psychological,
and the historical - diverge in terms of the basic interpretation
to be assigned to the allegory. C. S. Lewis, for example, maintains
that the poem is no more than a thorough, one to one allegorical
representation of the Lover's quest. Charles Muscatine, represent
ing the psychological view of the poem, contends that the Romance
can and should be viewed in the context of motivation and psycho
logical relationships. The historical approach to medieval
literature, whose principal exponent is D. W. Robertson, holds
that the meaning of the poem is not confined to the strict al
legorical level, but rather that implications exist on levels
outside of the story of the poem, in the tradition of Scriptural
exegesis. While no definitive judgment can be made on any of these
critical approaches, they are necessary to an understanding- of the
complexities of the poem and the varying possibilities for inter
pretation.
The second critical problem to be considered here concerns
the dramatic unity and artistry involved in the Jean de Meun
section of the Romance of the Rose. What is involved here is an
attempt to prove that Jean de Meun did have a structural and sub
stantive plan for his portion of the poem and what C. S. Lewis
terms digressions are actually integral parts of a unified whole.
In an attempt to establish a unity, I have focused on the figures
of Reason, Nature, and Genius in terms of their dramatic and
artistic functions.
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ARTISTIC AND THEMATIC UNITY IN THE ROMANCE OP THE ROSE
THE FUNCTION OF REASON, NATURE, AND GENIUS

INTRODUCTION
In spite of the unanimity of opinion concerning the pervasive
Influence of the Romance of the Rose on European and English lit
erature, the poem, particularly the portion, attributed to Jean
de Meun, has come under sharp critical attack.

The foremost crit

icism of Jean de Meun’s continuation of the allegory has focused
on its diffusiveness, its apparent lack of plan or unity, and its
use as a means for parading Jean’s erudition on the one hand and
his idiosyncratic tendencies on the other.
The purpose of this paper is twofold.

The first section

deals with a general background of critical thought on the poem,
with representative arguments from the literal allegorical, psycho
logical, and historical schools of criticism.

While the subsequent

analysis does not adhere strictly to any one approach, all are
brought to bear on the consideration of Reason, Nature, and Genius
which is the focus of the second section.

The line of argumentation

is primarily in refutation of objections raised by C. S. Lewis
against the Jean de Meun portion of the poem.
The second section focuses on the artistic plan of the poem,
in support of the thesis that unity, both dramatic and thematic, is
provided for the two seemingly disparate halves of the Romance of the
Rose by the functions which are assumed by the personified figures of
Reason, Nature, and Genius.

Establishment of such a unity, particularly

in light of Jean’s purpose to provide a "mirror of love," refutes
C. S. Lewis’s assertion that the Romance of the Rose is neither
2
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aesthetically nor philosophically a unified whole.

I
Critics and literary historians are unanimous in their citation
of the Romance of the Rose as one of the most influential works on
late medieval and early Renaissance English literature.

A paramount

example of the importance of this work is evident in Chaucer, who
not only translated portions of the Romance but used many of its
ideas and themes in The Canterbury Tales.

In addition, this poem

contributed the stock features of the dream vision (a dream setting,
characteristics of the dreamer, the allegorical personifications,
a helpful guide) to Chaucer’s The Book of the Duchess, The House of
Fame, The Parliament of Fowls, and The Legend of Good Women.
There are, however, sharp divergences of opinion when the
work undergoes scrutiny on its merits as a work of art, aside from
its importance in the mainstream of the medieval allegorical
tradition.

The area in which there is most critical dispute and the

-most widely diverse critical opinions concerns the meaning of the
basic allegory, the Lover’s quest for the Rose.

The first portion

of this paper aims to examine and evaluate the major critical ap
proaches to this question in an attempt to weigh the relative merits
of each one and place them in perspective vis a vis both the work
and the audience for which it was originally intended.
The Romance of the Rose is set against the background of
medieval Europe, with its date of composition sometime in the
thirteenth century.^

It was during this time in the literary
4
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history of both France and England that the genres of personification
allegory and dream vision were most in vogue, and for the next three
hundred years the Romance of the Rose was one of the most widely
read works in the French language.

Its subsequent history, however,

reflects a decided loss in appeal as the shifting taste of the
seventeenth century caused a decline in the influence and popularity
of the allegory which was then considered a highly simplistic means
for conveying either a literary or moral message.

It has only been

in recent years that a reevaluation of the Romance of the Rose and
other medieval allegories has been undertaken.

2

A major area of division in medieval literary scholarship
has centered on the varying approaches to the interpretation of the
personification allegory.

In regard to the Romance Of the Rose,

there are three discernible areas of scholarship concerned principal
ly with the meaning of the allegory.

Each approach has as a major

focus the Garden of-Delight established by Guillaume de Lorris.
The first major approach to the problem of interpretation of
the personification allegory holds to the simple one to one allegor
ical interpretation set forth by C. S . Lewis in The Allegory of Love.
The second view stresses the psychological basis for the allegory
in the Romance, and its principal spokesman is Charles Muscatine.
The Robertsonian school of historical criticism comprises the third
major viewpoint.

This critical approach stresses the implications of

the allegory on levels other than the simple quest of the Lover after
the Rose.

This point of view is represented by Charles Dahlberg and

John V. Fleming, in addition to Robertson.

Rosemond Tuve, in

Allegorical Imagery, reaches conclusions parallel to those of Robert

son, but uses a slightly different methodology.

For purposes here,

.she will be considered with the historical critics.
The One to One Allegorical Interpretation
The work which prompted major reevaluation of this medieval
allegory was C. S. Lewis’s The Allegory of Love. Lewis deals
primarily with the first section of the Romance of the Rose, making
a thorough analysis of the personages of the story as they relate
to the Lover’s quest.

According to Lewis, as the dream begins the

Lover, representing Youth in the spring of his years, is walking
in a garden, taken to represent the court life, near the River of
Life.

The picture which the poet is presenting is of a young man

who has long been protected by the shelter and ease of the court
and who is now in pursuit of a high adventure.

The figures on the

outside of the garden wall — of the vices, Avarice, Hypocrisy, and
Envy, and the misfortunes, Poverty, Age, and Sadness - are images
of those whom the garden excludes forever.

The interpretation put

forth by Lewis is that in order to enter into the full enjoyment
of courtly life a man must have certain gifts of nature, sufficient
fortune, and some genuinely moral qualities.
The basic theme which pervades Lewis’s argument views the
Romance, of the Rose as a realistic account of imaginative passion,
with the people and places represented being presentations of actual
life rather than mere abstractions.

His basic procedure for expli

cation of the allegory is the distribution of the "selves" or facets
of personality contained in the Lover.

Thus, the hero and heroine

are removed and the heroine’s personality is distributed among the
various personifications which surround her.

The Lover, then, is

not concerned with a single person, but rather with the moods and
character traits which alternately help and hinder him in gaining
the Rose.

Lewis sees the major conflict of the allegory as develop

ing, not between the Lover and the woman, but between the woman and
herself.3
Lewis further contends that the personifications whom the
Lover encounters in the Garden can be assigned either to the hero
or heroine or can be classed as neutral.

Of the characters belong

ing to the hero, the most important is Reason, whose function is to
speak the truth but not be heard.

In both portions of the Romance

of the Rose, Reason remains the same, rebuking the Lover for the
capriciousness of his enterprise.

The Lover’s convictions remain

opposed to his love, and while he knows that he has acted neither
well nor wisely, he continues on the same course, hearing Reason but
not heeding her advice.

The second section of this paper will

focus on Reason, viewing her not only as a major disputative figure
in the psychomachia (battle between Reason and the God of Love for
the Lover) , but as the point upon which the dramatic action of the
poem turns.
The characters belonging to the heroine are more numerous and
well-defined.
quest.

Fair Welcome is central to the action of the Lover’s

This quality of "being nice" goes beyond politeness, but

not so far as outright flirtatiousness.

Fair Welcome'often

betrays but means no harm, and his very ingenuousness is part of his
charm.
It is Franchise, according to C. S. Lewis, that sets the
woman apart as a member of the courtly class, for Franchise is a

8

-quality of the freebom, a belief that all men are honorable.

This

quality, combined with Fair Welcome, serves to make the lady in
question vulnerable, and it is at this point that Danger comes to
the fore.

The ever-present defender cannot be flattered or over

come and is convinced that attack is the best form of defense.

In

modern terms, Danger would be equated with haughtiness or standoffishness.

Shame, the last of the lady*s defenders, indicates the

public or social shame which follows scandal, not a form of personal
guilt.
The action of the Romance of the Rose is traced by Lewis in
view of the simple love story, translatable into the sentimental
novel.

4

His emphasis is on establishing the delicate equivalences

which make the allegory work, rather than positing the implications
which the allegory might have on other levels.

His treatment of

the Jean de Meun portion of the poem is largely by way of dismissal.
Lev7is*s thesis indicates that the poem as a whole fails because of
a lack of unity and because Jean de Meun attempted a work of
grandoise proportions with resources which were insufficient for the
task.

Although he terms the total poem a failure in design, he does

admit some outstanding execution and views some isolated portions
as salvageable.

The two points at which Jean de Meun rises above

mere effusiveness occur when he is instructing and when he is
satirizing.

His instruction is more lecture than sermon, and deals

-with questions of history, science, and literature rather than morals
or religion.

As such, it represents one of the best expressions of

this type of medieval instruction.

As a satirist, Jean de Meun

concentrates his efforts against women and churchmen, but again

9

falls prey to the vice of diffusiveness.

Lewis sees his satire as

a reaction against the erotic tradition, a reaction which is put
Into the mouth of Reason in the following passage:
You111 have the great advantage of a friend
Of lineage that is beyond compare,
Daughter of God the Father, who conceived
And made me what I am. Regard this form,
And gaze in these clear eyes. No titled maid
E ’er loved with such abandon as do I;
For I have from my father fullest leave
To love and to be loved, and not be blamed.
Nor need you fear reproach, for we shall have,
O ’er both of us at once, my father’s guard.
Does that sound good? Answer; what do you think?
That god who made you act so foolishly,
Knows he so well to pay his vassalage?
Does he give such good wage to those poor fools
Whose homage he accepts? Do not refuse
My offer; have a care, for maidens scorned
Are all too shamed and grieved, unwont to beg,
For which is Echo’s case sufficient proof.
(p. 122, 11. 14-31)
The core of Jean de
with"

Meun’s satiric

vision isan attempt to"deal

courtly love, and the final effort is made inthisspeech

Genius:
Now whoso’er would make comparison
Between that garden square, whose little gate
Was closed with bars, wherein the Lover saw
Sir Mirth and all his Meinie
caroling,
And Fairfield Park I ’ve just
describedto you
Would err as greatly if he thought them like
As one who should consider fable truth.
Who’er might come into this paradise,
Or even glance therein, would dare assert
That garden to be nothing as compared
To this enclosure, which is not square built
But subtly round, so that no ivory sphere
Or beryl ever had more perfect shape.
(p. 430, 11. 1-13)
But now let’s talk of all the lovely things
That Shepherd’s Park includes. I must be brief;
For I this sermon shortly must conclude.

of
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Though I'd proceed aright, I do not know
How properly to speak; for there’s no heart
That can conceive - no human tongue describe The mighty worth and beauty of the things
Contained therein, nor the delightful games,
The everlasting joys, sincere and great,
That are experienced by those within.
{p. 432, 11. 64-73)
Here, the Garden of Delight is viewed as an imp os ter, a cheap Imita
tion of a higher, more noble garden.

The world of the sensuous is

but a series of painted things, full of the corruptible elements of
life without the promise of the incorruptible.
Lewis's final judgment on the allegory of the Romance of the
Rose is that it is a failure - but a great

failure.^

The allegory

begun by Guillaume de Lorris should have been left to stand alone,
incomplete though it was, and Jean de Meun’s numerous digressions
should never have been placed in a context to which they were
inimical.

While Lewis recognizes the insight and grasp of ideas

demonstrated by Jean de Meun, his primary concern is with the
subtleties of allegorical equivalences and unity of design and ex
ecution.

On the basis of Jean de Meun's penchant for digression and

disregard for unity, the allegory of the Romance fails.
The Psychological Interpretation
The preoccupation with form evident in the criticism of C. S.
Lewis gives way to an emphasis on motivation and psychological relation
ships in the criticism of Charles Muscatine.
on two major points.

His argument is based

First, there is an essential difference between

psychomachia and fiction; and second, the allegory of the Romance of
the Rose falls into the latter category, thus making it a precursor
of the psychological novel.^
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The essential difference between psychomachia and fiction is
roughly the same distinction which C. S. Lewis draws between homiletic
and erotic allegory.9

The characters in the psychomachia are mere

personifications, and their relationship is constant to the point
of being predictable.

The emerging persona is a kind of vague and

shadowy Everyman involved in the battle for the soul.

The Romance,

however, represents a completely individual and human action, governed
by psychological laws. The sequence of events involves more than a
mere abstraction of the soul, but rather diverse elements of a single
female psyche reacting to one another.

The sermonizing of the

traditional psychomachia becomes fiction under the artistry of Guil
laume de Lorris.
The originality of Guillaume's approach lies in the individua
tion of the struggle which takes place.

The abstract personification

gives way to the individual female psyche, complex and no longer
predictable.

For this reason, the battle between Danger and Fair

Welcome does not take place in a vacuum but as part of a continuing
chain of events which traces the vicissitudes of an individual human
action.
Coupled with the shift from the universal abstract persona to
a more individual psyche is a change in emphasis from the moral to
the psychological stance.^

The Romance of the Rose does not function

as an insight into the basic conflicts of the entire moral world, with
issues and developments dictated by a prescriptive moral sense.
Rather, it is an analysis of the individual psyche, dictated by
conditions in which the psyche is placed and by the peculiar combina
tion of traits which makes'it individual.

Muscatine emphasizes the
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readerfs awareness of the fictional situation and the forces surround
ing the psychic event.

At the same time, Guillaume de Lorris continual

ly narrows the focus to make the Rose more and more particular.

In

this way, the object of the Lover’s affection is gradually revealed
as the love of a single lady rather than love of womankind.

The

particular lady which Guillaume portrays becomes, according to
Muscatine, the heroine of the later psychological novel.^
The Historical Critical Interpretation
The simple allegorical and psychological approaches to the
Romance of the Rose concern themselves principally with internal
elements of the work - structure and motivation.

The implications

which the medieval audience could glean from a particular work through
elements which are only implicit constitutes a primary point of
departure for the historical critics.

The method of the historical

critic is exegetical, so that allegory, which by its very nature tells
a story on two levels, is often expanded to possess meaning ori three
or four levels.

Thus, whereas the Rose represents only the lady’s

love in C. S. Lewis’s analysis, this same element of the story takes
on more and different meanings when viewed in terms of the set of
symbols available and familiar to the medieval audience.

The historical

critical approach to the Romance of the Rose can best be illustrated
in two areas - through an examination of the concept of love in the
Romance and an analysis of the meaning historical critics attach to
the Garden of Delight.
According to C. S. Lewis, the sequence of events in the first
section of the poem mirrors the process of a young man falling in
love.

Charles Dahlberg examines the same series of events and presents

a broader and more ambiguous spectrum of possible meanings.

He first

looks beyond the work to possible sources for the concept of love
which he sees presented and traces the idea of love in the Romance
to Alain de Lille and Andreas Capellanus, sources for many medieval
p

o

e

t

s

.

These sources provide a spectrum of meaning for love which

-ranges from the primal state of natural affection through cupidity
and charity and on to the perfect union between man and God.

It is

the very ambiguity, however, which provides the controlling frame
work for an understanding of the Lover’s quest for the Rose.
The starting point for the Lover is natural affection, which
Reason states has been given to man and beast but which has neither
merit nor condemnation in itself:
’Tis natural love Dame Nature gives to beasts,
By which they bring their young to birth, and which
Provides these with their proper nourishment.
If natural love you wish me to define,
I ’ll say perpetuation of the race
By generation and by nourishment
Supplies the proper purpose of such love.
This love is common to all men and beasts.
However necessary such a love may be,
Its merit calls for neither praise nor blame;
Nature requires what’s neither good nor bad.
*Twere blameworthy to break Dame Nature’s laws;
To oppose her is no victory over vice.
What praise is due a hungry man who eats?
He merits blame if he forswears his food.
But I ’ll pass on; *tis no such love you mean.
For madder love than this you have embraced,
Which you'd best leave if you care for your good.
(p. 122, 11. 122-39)
-Natural affection, however, can be led upward or downward.

In its

primal state it is the rational impulse of the soul which moves one
to seek something with desire and hunger to enjoy it.
ities for the Lover, then, are twofold.

The possibil

He can fall into cupidinous

love, whereby natural affection goes to excess, forgetting God and
salvation, and the Lover desires the object for its own sake.

This

type of love is defined by Reason:
If I know anything of love, it is
Imaginary illness freely spread
Between.two persons of opposing sex,
Originating from disordered sight,
Producing great desire to hug and kiss
And seek enjoyment in a mutual lust.
Love cares for nothing but such ardent joys,
For delectation, not engendering,
Is all the end of love. Some men there are
Who value such a passion not at all
Yet feign themselves true lovers and disdain
To love for love itself, but ladies mock
When they their bodies and their souls pretend
To give to those most apt to be deceived.
They swear to fictions till their lust’s fulfilled;
Nor can you say that they deceive themselves,
For better *tis to fool than to be fooled,
Especially when there’s no other way.
Cp. 97, 11. 112-r29)

The second possibility for the Lover is an upward turning of natural
affection to a form of celestial love, whereby the object desired
might well be the same, but it is desired because of the love of
God, not out of a feeling of self-love or a love of the object desired
for its own sake.

Although historical criticism tends to simplify the possibilities
for the Lover and term his fall a classic form of cupidity, the poem

presents a broader view of the subject, particularly in the lengthy
discussion by Reason of the various types of love (11. 4293-5794).
Here the love of Fortune is contrasted with that of Reason, and
cupidinous love is juxtaposed to love of God.

Also evident in the

words of Reason is the view of Andreas Capellanus, that legitimate
love exists in terms of self-propagation, as well as the Aristotelian
doctrine which reduces love to a simple physiological function.
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While love in its various forms and degrees provides the con
trolling metaphor for the progress of the Lover in his quest, the
setting established in the Garden of Delight is just as integral a
part of the historical critic’s exegetical method.

In the same way

as allegorical significance was attached to stones and animals,
trees and flowers also had meaning for the medieval audience.

The

historical critical approach to the Romance of the Rose is based to
a large degree on the meaning of the allegory of the garden and the
function of the personages and events contained therein.
The central theme of the Romance, as seen by D. W.Robertson,
is the seduction of Reason by Sensuality through a preoccupation
with Things.

Taken one step further, the seduction of the Lover is

a retelling of the fall of man through the seduction of Adam.-^
The Garden of Delight becomes another Garden of Eden, a postlapsarian
terrestrial paradise in which man is tempted and ultimately succumbs
to physical delights.

This equivalence takes on credibility when

seen against the backdrop of the typical gardens in medieval literature
in which every tree had meaning on at least one level.
The central object in the medieval garden is always a tree,
usually with the juxtaposition of the Tree of Life and the Tree of
Knowledge.

While the Tree of Life is symbolic of the Cross, Christ

-and the good Christian, the Tree of Knowledge, although not evil in
itself, represents a turning away from God in pride.

The eating of

the fruit is a corruption of free will which results from the abandon
ment of reason, and thus the parallel in the failure of the Lover to
heed the warning of Reason.
The theme of love in the Romance of the Rose is also grounded in

the allegorical meaning of the Garden.

Trees exemplify the divergent

-end points, Jerusalem and Babylon, which are also the possible results
of natural affection.'*'"*

If it directs itself upward toward charity

it reaches Jerusalem, the city of God, where is contained virtue and
spiritual peace.

Natural affection which is misdirected leads to Baby

lon, the city of man, built upon man1s cupidity.

In this sense the

Lover represents the Christian as pilgrim, whose ultimate destination
depends upon the kind of love which moves him.

Cupidity brings

fear of earthly misfortune and a clinging to the things of earth;
charity brings fear of God which is the beginning of wisdom.
The garden in medieval literature serves as a unified whole,
with the Tree of Life at the center and the surrounding trees having
implications for either the Church (allegorical) or the individual
(tropological).

The Garden, in its anagogical sense, represents the

New Jerusalem, the city of God which can be destroyed by cupidity or
exalted by charity.
The generalizations which are made concerning the function of
the garden in medieval literature can be particularized to apply to
the Garden of Delight in the Romance of the Rose.

The basic theme

of the seduction of reason pervades the sequence of events leading up
to the psychomachia and is particularly evident in the encounter with
Idleness, the carol dance, and the incident at the Well of Narcissus.
The imagery of the Garden is meant from the very beginning to
be cautionary as well as exciting.

The wall surrounding the Garden

is designed to keep out the unsympathetic, those who, according to
Robertson, are incapable of love.'*’** Guillaume de Lorris further
suggests the dangers inherent in his garden by the sirens1 songs

-which greet the Lover, the trees from the land of Mahoun, and the Well
of Narcissus.

Perhaps as an indication of what is to follow, the Lover

disregards the warnings and is admitted to the Garden by Idleness.
Idleness is fair to the eye, but beautiful only to the eyes of
the flesh, again indicating the victory of the sensual over the forces
of Reason.

The comb and mirror which she carries with her are ex

amples of earthly "things1’ to which man succumbs.

The encounter of

the Lover with Idleness is a warning to the virtuous to flee idle
ness, a vice which results in foolish, perverse and sinful behavior.^
Once inside the Garden, the Lover is completely overcome, as fleshly
delights take on a spiritual quality and he sees earthly creatures
as Angels.
The carol dance serves the twofold purpose of illustrating the
further seduction of the Lover's reason and making amoral statement.
The dance, usually of peasant origin, was a source of consternation
among medieval moralists because of the assumption that it was‘a
prelude to lechery.

In medieval iconography, the dance was illus

trated in direct contrast to the Song of the

A n g e l s . 18

As a moral

statement, Guillaume’s treatment of the carol dance places the
question of sexual morality in perspective.

Christian morality is not

placed in the never-never land of courtly love, nor is it abandoned
so that a common sin is transformed into a pseudo religion.

The

Lover is portrayed as a sinner and a fool, but not as an anomaly.
The suggestion is repeated that all sin is a process of reason’s
seduction.
The central episode in the Lover’s seduction by the fleshly
delights of the Garden takes place at the Well of Narcissus.

Neither

18

magic nor superstition is involved, but rather the ability of the
eye to perceive the visible w o r l d . T h e "eyes” which the Lover sees
are the eyes of the flesh - he is too taken up with the purely visible
to perceive the essence.

In setting his sights on one bud, he swears

homage to the God of Love, whom Robertson sees as Satan in humanistic
trappings.

The rite of vassalage which follows is a prime example of

idolatry, a controlling metaphor for the entire quest.

21

As a moral

statement, this episode is linked with the death of Narcissus as an
illustration of "the absurd sterility of cupidity in general and
idolatrous love in particular." 22
In the latter part of the poem, Genius contrasts this Garden of
Delight with another garden in which there is a Fountain of Living
Waters which bestow eternal health and freedom from thirst.

The

"eyes" of the Well of Narcissus are replaced by a giant carbuncle,
glowing of its own light and representing the image of God in man.
It is this fountain which leads men to charity rather than cupidity.
The way in which one evaluates the various critical approaches
to the Romance of the Rose depends upon the studentfs presuppositions
concerning the artist and his audience.

Each of the critical approaches

reviewed here is viable points of departure for the explication of the
allegory of the Romance of the Rose; the differences are largely a
matter of degree.
C. S. Lewis in The Allegory of Love presents a very basic
Interpretation of the allegorical meaning of the quest of the Lover
after the Rose.

The equivalences which he establishes are found to

work in terms of the story, and his interpretation has put life and
meaning into what had been viewed as a highly simplistic rendering.
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What Lewis fails to deal with is the didactic function of medieval
literature, where the message is not far removed from the story line.
He posits the assumption that the Romance, at least the Guillaume de
Lorris section, is a detailed account of the process of falling in
love.

While this may be true on one level, there are a multitude

of possibilities on other levels.

It is not.until his very brief

treatment of the Jean de Meun section that Lewis takes into account
the possible moral implications.
Charles Muscatine is less interested in setting up the
equivalences of the allegory than in examining the psychological
implications.

In so doing, he too fails to take into account the

-didactic function of medieval literature.

He makes an apt distinction

between the flat, predictable characters of the psychomachia and
psychologically developed ones of the Romance of the Rose. However,
his contention that there is no prescriptive, universal moral stance
brought to bear on the action is to say, in effect, that a major
element of medieval literature is not present.

The Romance of the

Rose is certainly a highly sophisticated form of nsvchomachia and the
psychological functioning of the characters might well be discernible.
The moral statement, however, remains the same.
The exegetical approach of D. W. Robertson and his followers
takes into account both the internal evidence of the poem and the
medieval traditions germane to the literature of the period.

The

historical critic maintains an awareness that a medieval work cannot
be explicated or criticized in the same manner as a m o d e m work.
The perspective presented is a broad and encompassing one, to the
point where it sometimes seems that external evidence outweighs the

internal merits of the work in question.

II
The variety of critical approaches to the Romance of the Rose
gives way to even sharper divergency when the Jean de Meun section
of the poem is brought into question.

This continuation of Guillaume

de Lorris1 story has alternately been termed an encyclopedic conglom
eration of medieval thought, anomalous at best to the m o d e m reader,^3.
a mere superficial continuation of the very delicate and precise al
legory set up by de Lorris, and a meandering mass of verbiage set
down for the purpose of parading Jean de Meun*s erudition.24

xo view

the two sections as disjunctive, however, is to misunderstand Jean
de Meun's purpose in picking up the story of the rose quest, and
therefore to miss the underlying unity and design which makes the
poem an organic whole.
The contention posited here is that Jean de Meun produced a
poem that was dramatically unified, all parts serving a purpose.
The principal agent for the fulfillment of this purpose is Reason,
who is aided by Nature and Genius, and all three figures function as
more than simple objectifications of abstract psychological processes. 25

Each functions dramatically in terms of furthering the action

of the rose quest, and each functions rhetorically as a spokesman for
a particular view of love.
Essential to an understanding of the matter and artistry of
Jean de Meun's poem is a sense of his purpose, which is twofold.
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the one hand, he is presenting a "mirror of love," including all facets
and gradations of love from cupiditas up to and including caritas,
but on the other hand he is presenting the progression from youth to
maturity.

While there is really only one subject treated in the

.Romance, that being love, the inclusion of tangential considerations
is justified.

Youth is curious and concerned about a wide diversity

of subjects, and in the interest of serving his subject properly Jean
must present love in all its forms.

Thus, what appear to be digres

sions are actually amplifications of a theme quite in keeping with
GuillaumeTs story.

To view the discourses in Jean de Meun’s poem as more than mere
digressions or as a part of some amorphous design is one thing; to
view them, as essential elements of an organic unity is quite another.
It is only through a recognition of the very central function of
Reason that Jean's artistry in the creation of dramatic unity and
tension can be understood.

Dramatically, Reason serves as the fulcrum upon which the action
of the poem turns and through which the action of the first and second
parts is linked.

In her first speech to the Lover in Jean's continua

tion, Reason looks back to the first part of the poem and recapitulates
her views on the inadequacy of the courtly love tradition, thereby
striking a blow at the teachings of the God of Love:
This do I know about the God of Love:
No other means to end his dole but flight
Has any man who gives his heart to him;
Thus may you cut the knot that you have tied.
(p. 95, 11.. 46-49)

No man is found so highborn or so wise,
No man of such proved strength or hardiness,
No man of other qualities so good
That Love could never conquer him. The God
Of Love misleads them all; all go his way,
Except they be of evil life, cast out
By Genius, in that they have Nature wronged.

(p. 96, 11. 82-88)
At the same time, Reason's discourse looks ahead to the remainder
of the work, for it contains, at least in germ, the ideas of which
the rest of the poem is only an amplification.

She not only sets

forth the doctrine she will promulgate, but she anticipates the later
speeches of Nature, Genius, False Seeming, Old Age and Fortune.
Of particular interest here is the extent to which Reason's
initial remarks serve as a prelude to the appearance of
Genius later in the debate.

The following example

Nature and

ofReason's

declaration of the goodness and necessity of that kind of love which
has its source in natural instinct serves to illustrate the fore
shadowing of what is to come later when Nature and Genius will pro
pound their concepts of the nature of love:
Although no theologian, I know
That every man who with a woman lies
Should wish, as best he may, to procreate
The tenement for an immortal soul,
So that the race's succession may not fail
When he shall go his way to dusty death;
For when the parents die 'tis Nature's wish
That they leave the children to perpetuate
Their likeness and fulfill the void they've left.
Nature has made the task a pleasant one
So that the laborers may like the work
And not be bored and so avoid the job;
For some of them would never lift a tool
But for the pleasure that entices them.
Thus Nature subtly works. But none do right
Who more their pleasures than her ends intend.
(p. 97, 11. 130-45)
In light of these considerations, Reason's first discourse can be

-viewed as the turning point of the poem, serving as an exposition and
index to its subject matter and an important link in the continuity of
its structure.
Reason provides a second type of link between Guillaume de Lorris
and Jean de Meun, a more subtle but nonetheless pervasive one which
provides a continuation and reinterpretation of the theme of the
allegory.

The development of the story from the time that the Lover

discovers the Rose until the final arguments of the debate has been
characterized by D. W. Robertson as a "witty and humorous retelling
of the story of the Fall."
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Given Robertson's view as a viable

interpretation of the Lover's quest which takes place in the first
section of the poem, Reason plays an important role in carrying out
this theme.

In her first speech to the Lover Reason explains love

in the following manner:
If I know anything of love, it is
Imaginary illness freely spread
Between two persons of opposing sex,
Originating from disordered sight.
(p. 97, 11. 112-15)
In this passage, Reason defines love in terms employed by Andreas
Capellanus, love being a "malady of thought (reason), coming from an
ardor (delight) b o m of disturbed vision (sense)."27

According to

Dahlberg, the garden of Guillaume de Lorris abounds in sensuous appeal,
culminating with the episode at the Well of Narcissus where the eyes
of the flesh are placed in direct opposition to the eyes of reason.
It is from this experience that the Lover conceives the ardor which
later gives way to malady of

t h o u g h t .
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^t this point in the narrative

the Lover is captured by the God of Love and is initiated into the
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vays of vassalage.

Thus, as the first section of the poem closes,

the Lover has succumbed to the sensual delights of the garden and is
possessed of a malady of thought, but his reason has remained as yet
unaffected.
In this light, the role of Reason and her approach to the Lover
become central to the continuation and fulfillment of the theme of
the Fall, and Jean de Meun’s poem can be viewed as the process of
the overthrow

of Reason, the image of God in man, the most important

faculty involved in the Fall.

As Dahlberg points out Reason intro

duces personifications who represent her overthrow from several stand
points and also serve as reflections of the inner state of the Lover
as he is rejecting Reason’s

c o u n s e l .
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It is particularly interesting to note that the theme of the
Fall is evident in the speeches of Nature and Genius. Nature laments
the fallen state of man in terms of the cosmological implications,
placing his fall in the context of the whole order of creation (11.
18947-19334).

Genius’s sermon emphasizes man’s propensity for fall

ing prey to the delights of the flesh.

In this context, he contrasts

the Garden of

Delight (cupidity) with the Park ofthe Lamb

(charity).

Man possesses

a generative force which can eitherlead him upward or

cause him to fall (11. 20267-20626).
The perennial fall of man, with its recurring pattern, is
pervasive in both sections of the poem.

Jean de Meun, then, does

not negate but rather expands and completes the theme Guillaume
establishes.

In spite of the differences in style and tone between

the two authors, they are in fundamental agreement on the nature and
handling of their poetic material.20

this way, Reason’s discourse

serves as a form of redefinition of subject matter and a restatement
of the theme of the allegory.
As well as operating as the principal structural and thematic
link between the two sections of the Romance of the Rose, Reason
functions as a major agent of dramatic tension within the second half
of the poem.

In very general terms, the dramatic tension of Jean

de Meun’s section of the Romance results from his poising against the
already conflicting realms of Love and Reason the earthly domains
of Venus, Friendship and Old Age and the cosmic plane dominated by
Nature and Genius.

It is out of this tension that the large scale

debate grows, and it is from these discourses that the doctrinal
basis of the Romance is established, but the psychomachia (or battle
between Reason and the God of Love for the Lover) begins with his
first encounter with Reason.
After failing in his first attempts to win the Rose, the Lover
gives up hope.

In his despair he is approached by both Reason and

the God of Love, both of whom have essentially the same goal - to
persuade the Lover to pursue his quest along a particular course.

In

the case of the God of Love, the path he proposes is in the chivalric
tradition; in the case of Reason, the course she urges follows the
school of Christian idealism.

In the process of her attempt to

convince the Lover of her position and in so doing bring him to a
love of the divine image of God in man, Reason contends that the God
of Love is a false master and the passion he arouses is one that
blinds men and leads them to destruction.
Reason as a Medieval Character
Aside from the dramatic possibilities inherent in the psychomachia,
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two other elements lend themselves to the creation and maintenance
of dramatic tension.

First, Reason, by her very nature, is not well

equipped to deal with the youth and sensitivity of the Lover, and so
inadvertently alienates him in the course of her discourse.

A second

element which lends itself to dramatization is the lively interplay
between Reason, the Lover and the God of Love, each of whom expresses
a divergent point of view.
Reason appears as a stock figure in medieval allegory and doctrinal works, and rarely does she make a humanly appealing character. 31
She posses neither the grotesquerie of demons, the villainy of vices,
nor the sensual titillation of the desired Rose.

The physical

characteristics attributed to her in the initial, description by
Guillaume ally her to earlier representations in medieval literature
of Lady Philosophy and the Blessed Virgini
She’s not too young or old, too tall or short,
Too fat or lean. Her eyes like two stars shone.
She wore a noble crown upon her head.
A queen she might have been, but more did seem,
To judge by her appearance and her face,
An angel come, perhaps from Paradise.
Nature could hardly frame a work so fair.
’Twas God himself, unless the Scriptures lie,
Who in his image and his likeness formed
This godlike one, and her with power endowed
To rescue men from rash and foolish acts,
Provided that her counsel they’ll believe.
(p. 64, 11. 5—16)
The preceding description in which Lady Reason is depicted as a queen
or an angel with shining eyes does not serve to characterize her as
a woman as much as to link her to the tradition of wisdom and Divine
Sapience. 32

Lady Reason, who comes from her tower to comfort the

Lover, shares many of the characteristics of Lady Philosophy who appear
ed to comfort Boethius in his time of pain.

Her lineage, which is
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placed above the natural, also prepares the reader for the realm over
which she rules and the doctrine of her subsequentdiscourses.
The very force of

Reason*spersonality represents part of the

cause for the Lover's rejection of her advice.

At the time when

Reason encounters the Lover, he is on the brink of despair since the
Rose and Fair Welcome have been imprisoned.

As Reason descends from

her tower to comfort him, he is ready to be guided, yet she fails to
convert the Lover. . Her discourse is logical and often eloquent, but
unlike her more earthly counterparts she fails to adapt herself to
the nature and prejudices of her audience.

For example, her frankness

offends the Lover's delicate and rather immature sensibilities, and
he recoils:
Besides, I hold you were not courteous
When you referred to cullions, for no maid
In good society would use that word.
I know not how so fair and wise a dame
As you would dare to mention such a thing
Unless you found for it some term polite,
More seemly in a gentlewoman's speech.
(p. 142, 11. 20-26)
Although Reason emerges from the debate different from the rather
stock medieval figure, the very characteristics which Jean de Meun
employs to make her an individual lead to her defeat at the same time
that they lend dramatic credibility to the Lover's failure to accept
her advice.
In addition, the dramatic effect is heightened by the responses,
questions and refutations with which the Lover counters the doctrine
of Reason.

This interchange is not mere exposition on the part of

Reason, for the Lover enters into the spirit of the debate, demanding
proof and definitions.

An example of the interplay between the two is
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contained in the Lover’s preposterous charge that if Reason is not
preaching in favor of love, then she must be counselling hate.

The

Lover goes on to state that if he were to follow that logic to its
conclusion, he would not only be sinning against his own god but also
against Reason’s theological schema:
Madam, you would betray me; should I scorn
All folk because the God of Love now frowns?
Shall I no more experience true love,
But live in hate? Truly, so help me God,
Then were 1 mortal sinner worse than thief!
(p. 102, 11. 12-16)
The charge is patently ludicrous, but this passage and others like
it serve two purposes.

It heightens the effect of the psychomachia

by making Reason’s discourse more than a mere sermon.
%

It also serves

to establish the Lover as more than an abstraction, as an obdurate
but engaging fool.

While Reason sets out to make a precis of love,

she is constantly challenged by the Lover to clarify her definitions
and restate her positions in response to his sophistries.

03

The Doctrine of Reason
The discourses of Reason, however, function as more than mere
artistic devices for creating the dramatic tension necessary for the
psychomachia. On a substantive level, Reason’s discourses represent
a body of doctrine which is important in itself as a world view and
is also linked closely with the pronouncements of Nature and Genius
which follow.
The juxtaposition of the earthly ethic of chivalric love and
the heavenly ethic of love of God or Divine Reason represented one of
the most problematic dichotomies of medieval culture and so provided
a common subject for medieval literature.

The posing of these opposites

represents the heart of Reason’s argument, for the real debate of the
-psychomachia is as much between the courtly and Christian traditions
as between Reason and the Lover.
dual method of exposition.

Reason’s discourses depend on a

She first attacks the particular type of

Love to which the Lover finds himself a slave, and then she proceeds
to establish the ideal of what love should be.
In pointing out to the Lover the error of his ways, Reason
characterizes his love as confused, inconstant and unreliable.

What

seems to offer happiness and freedom in reality offers only unhap
piness and enslavement.

Enslavement is an important theme, for

Reason views courtly love as a kind of subjugation, and she finds
it incomprehensible that men so willingly put themselves in the power
of the "prince of vices," Satan:
What do they do who but of raptures think?
They give themselves as foolish serfs and thralls
Unto the hellish prince of all iniquity.
(p. 98, 11. 146-48)
Furthermore, the Lover is a victim of an unnatural love since its end
is not the regeneration of the race.

According to Reason, man has

abused love by pursuing exclusively the secondary aspect of physical
pleasure.
Reason’s discourse, however, is not entirely negative, for she
goes on to describe an alternative to the base affection which has
the Lover in thralldom.

The type of love which Reason posits is

affection not fixed on carnal or corruptible things, but upon Reason
which is the image of the mind of God in whom there is no change or
turning.

The subjects of love based on Reason despise the vicis

situdes of Fortune and are not prey to the pains and rewards of
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-sublunary affections.

According to Reason, Fortune always governs

"things" — human sickness and health, material failure and prosperity,
the rise and fall of princes.

Since the Lover looks on love, not as a

sentiment or ideal but as a carnal "thing," its vicissitudes are
actually the illusory operations of Fortune.^
If subjects of Reason’s love do unite in the bonds of physical
love, it is only to carry on the race, but this duty is not their
chief concern.

Instead, their minds and hearts are fixed on a wisdom

which is above the changes of corruption and regeneration.

They are

fixed on Reason in whose face is reflected God’s "own unclouded
brightness."

It is in the vision of that brightness that their

happiness is fulfilled.
True to his promise to present a "mirror of love," Jean de Meun
does not content himself merely with an explanation of the ideal of
romantic love.

Instead he examines various ramifications of love,

for example Friendship and Law.
In Reason’s discussion of Friendship, the dominant idea at work
is that this aspect of love is both a gift of God and a reflection
of Him:
One kind of love is friendship, that unites
Two hearts so close in mutual accord
That no discord can interrupt their love,
Which seems like the benevolence of God.
’Twixt such friends there should be community,
In loving charity, of all their goods,
That no exception they may think to make.
(p. 103, 11. 39-45)
Since the Fall, however, Friendship is no longer spontaneous, but
must be governed by laws, echoing the dictum set down by Cicero.

In

order for Friendship to be a positive force, it must be founded, on
virtue and dictated by Reason.

The desire for Friendship is one of the

universal characteristics of man, with the choice being not whether
or not he is to desire friends, but with whom and in what manner he is
to establish friendships.
This concept of amicitia or love of neighbor is central to the
action of Chaucer’s Knight’s Tale. With the appearance of Emily,
reasonable amicitia is juxtaposed to lawless amor. As a result, the
lives of Palamon and Arcite in prison which were made endurable by
the bonds of amicitia become unendurable because they are imprisoned
oc
by amor from which there is no escape because it is self—willed. J
-Another variation of love, necessary by virtue of man’s post—
lapsarian state, is that which is based on the Golden Rule.

In the

sense that laws impel men to do what natural charity once commanded,
human legal and judicial institutions are really testimonies to the
failure of man’s love and its fatal misdirections.

Using as an

exemplum the castration of Saturn by his son Jupiter, Lady Reason
underscores the point that fallen and imperfect human nature requires
law to order actions once dictated by love.

At the same time law, in

its human administration, is subject to the same imperfections of
fallen human nature which made it necessary in the first place.^6
Although Reason's doctrine of love clearly places her in a
sphere above the natural, as befits her lineage, she indicates im
plications of her discourse for fallen man.

She states that she is

counselling a kind of love which represents a mean, and such love is
the proper use of "natural love," that is, sexual love which has its
end In procreation.

This kind of love represents man’s fallen nature

since it came into being after the Fall when men required the impetus
of delight to fulfill their procreative labors.

Natural love is
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common to men and beasts and is neither good nor bad in itself.

If

man follows it guided by Reason he will be a man1 if he follows it
against the dictates of Reason he will be a beast:
This love is common to all men and beasts.
However necessary such a love may be,
Its merit calls for neither praise nor blame;
Nature requires what^s neither good nor bad.
(p. 122, 11. 129-32)
A similar doctrine is put forth in Chaucer's Parson's Tale:
Thanne shal men understonde that for thre thynges
a man and his wyf flesshly mowen assemble. The
firste is in entente of engendrure of children to
the service of God; for certes that is the cause
final of matrimoyne./ Another cause is to yelden
everich of hem to oother the dette of hire bodies;
for neither of hem hath power of his owene body.
The thridde is for to eschewe leccherye and v i l e y n y e . ^ 7
Reason, then, in her dramatic as well as her disputative function
is a manifestation both of Jean de Heun's artistry and his theological
leanings.

What is important is that Jean is able to combine the two

so that story line and doctrinal exposition are in proportion and
serve to further the purpose of the poem:
The long dialogue between Lady Reason and Amant,
furthermore, is no romance convention such as
the walk-on appearances of that Lady found in
Chretien, but a schematic catechism which
presents, in a convenient and appealing way,
some of the most cherished, and therefore conven
tional, teachings of Christian theology, including
those most crucial to an understanding of the poem's
drama. That the Lover should spurn the advances
of Reason, as less worthy of his attention than
the shining crystals, the rosebud, or the sophistries
of Amis and the polite blasphemies of Amours, is
indeed a kind of triumph for Love — but for that
species of -love which Jean de Meun and his audience
habitually spoke of as sin. This is a point which
cannot be too forcefully made. The rejection of
Reason is, indeed, the heart of all sin, and the
first part
of
the -------------Roman de— -----------la Rose is its emblematic
r
on
delineation.JO
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Characterization of Nature and Genius
The two figures in the disputative section of the Romance of the
Rose who are distinct from Reason in character and doctrine and yet
serve to complement her are Nature and Genius.

Man, in his post-

lapsarian state, cannot be expected to follow the doctrine of pure
caritas set out by Reason, although that is the goal to which he should
constantly be striving; rather it is through the harmonious union of
the planes of Reason, Nature and Genius that the Lover can defeat the
enemies of true love.

Although Reason departs from the center stage

of the debate before the discourses of Nature and Genius, her speeches,
as I have already suggested, serve to set the stage for their exposi
tions and to give implicit approval to their doctrine.
Just as Reason rises above the moral categories of virtues and
vices, so, too, are Nature and Genius more than abstract personifica
tions.

In her exalted position as agent of Divine Sapience, Reason

shares many characteristics with such traditional medieval figures
as Lady Philosophy and the Blessed Virgin.

In creating the characters

of Nature and Genius, however, Jean de Meun deviated more freely from
the representatives put forth by his predecessors and contemporaries,
in particular from the figure of Natura put forth by Alain de Lille
in De Planctu Naturae.39
Nature, for Jean de Meun, is not the sublime and exalted figure
of De Planctu Naturae or of ChaucerTs Parliament of Fowls. The more
sublime and ethereal concepts usually associated with Nature Jean
gives over to Reason.

At the same time, the more sensual and earthly

qualities which had been found lacking in Reason are associated with
Nature.

Therefore she becomes a manifestation of the bounty and
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generosity of God, a fount of incomparable and indescribable beauty.
With Nature Jean de Meun does what he failed to do, or chose not to
do, with Reason - capture the gusto and zest for life.

It is in his

description of the powerful but elusive quality of NatureTs beauty
that Jean reaches his greatest heights as a poet:^0
As Zeuxis failed, so have all masters failed
Whom Nature's brought to birth. However well
Her beauty they perceived, they'd waste their time
At such a task, and never teach their hands
To reproduce all Nature's loveliness.
'Tis God alone can claim such workmanship.
(p. 345, 11. 162-67)
So noble and so worthy have I found
Nature's great beauty which I prize so much
That I would comprehend it with my mind.
And yet, whatever labor I employ,
However much I set my thought on it,
I do not dare to say a single word;
So I keep silent and renounce the thought.
(p. 346, 11. 179-85)
For God, whose beauty is quite measureless,
When He this loveliness to Nature gave
Within her fixed a fountain, full and free,
From which all beauty flows. But none can tell
Either its source or limits.
'Twere not right
That I should give account of Nature's form
Or of her face which is more fresh and fair
Than fleur-de-lis new sprung in month of May.
The rose upon the branch is not more red;
And no more white is snow upon a limb.
Why should I try to find a simile
When I cannot compare to anything
A beauty and a worth that men cannot conceive?
(p. 346, 11. 188-200)
Despite the heights of her beauty, Nature is still Nature after
the Fall, and as a result she is invested with the task of combating
Death by perpetuation of the species.

Therefore, an integral part of

her characterization is the description of her emblems - the rough

tools of her smithy, the hammer and anvil, all of which emphasize her
role as goddess of generation:
Dame Nature, who takes cognizance of all
That haps beneath the sky's blue covering,
Entered her workshop, busying herself
With forging individual entities
To save the species' continuity
Against the assaults of Death, who ne'er attains
The mastery, no matter how he speeds,
So many reinforcements she creates....
(p. 339, 11. 3-10)
For Jean de Meun, then, Nature is natura vitiata, or nature
wounded by man's propensity for vicious behavior and doomed to per
petuate the species which continually violates her laws.

An element

of comic byplay enters into the relationship of

Natureand

Genius

as Nature makes her complaint against mankind's

excesses. She is

made morose by the perversity of man - not as she points out by any
fault of the planets, the sun or the moon - yet sheconsistently
forges more examples.

She has no leave from God not to do so, and

her confusion and frustration produce a state of melancholy.

Genius

reacts in a very masculine and very human way, treating her with the
condescension one might accord to a female hypochondriac:
Ne'ertheless, I counsel you
To cease your crying and consider well
That which you have to say, if you would make
A good confession.
Well may I believe
You're moved by some great outrage, for I know
No noble heart would be by trivial thing
So daunted. What fool dares to trouble you?
(p. 348, 11. 54-60)
Genius, as "disciple” of Nature, is also a functional adjunct.
His characterization is more in the medieval tradition than that of
Nature, as he is cast in the same relative role in Alain de Lille's
De Planctu Naturae.

Genius in the Romance of the Rose is seen as

natural consupiscence, the aspect of man's nature which incites
"natural" sexual activity.

In De Planctu Genius is called upon to

excommunicate those guilty of "sins against n a t u r e . A s

Reason made

clear in her discourse concerning moderation in love, the natural
inclination represented by Genius is neither good nor bad in itself,
but only takes on that signification in terms of whether it is used
or abused.

It provides men with the possibility of caritas and greater

humanity or cupiditas and ensuing bestiality.
In their representations, then, Nature and Genius, by the multi
faceted nature of their characters, represent more than moral cat
egories , although they can serve as the means and the guidelines for
defining moral operations.
Doctrine of Nature and Genius
In addition to the affinity imposed by characterization and
function, with Genius being one very important facet of natural
behavior, Nature and Genius are also allied as participants in the
great debate of Jean's "mirror of love."

In their lines of discourse,

they present a thorough doctrine of Love, and at the same time refute
the doctrines put forth by the other "teachers."

It might be argued

that the discourses of Nature and Genius lose some of their effective
ness because there is not the repartee and direct questioning which
characterizes the earlier disputation between Reason and the Lover.
It must be noted, however, that the grand debate is not a private
conversation, but a symposium where importance is attached to the
content of the set speech rather than the ability of the speaker to
withstand questioning.

Thus, the lines of refutation contained in

these discourses must be gleaned through the context of the speeches.
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The principal point on which Nature and Genius are allied is in
their advocacy of Love for regenerative purposes, and in so doing they
set themselves in opposition to the other "teachers."
distinct lines of the same argument.

Both present

Nature’s function is a regenerative

one, by virtue of her duty to combat Death by perpetuating the species.
Genius presents the human correlative in his exhortation to all men
to use their natural concupiscence for the purposes of procreation
(11. 19505-906).

The relation of Nature and Genius as complementary

parts of the same whole is further expressed at the end of Genius’s
discourse as he warns men that their creative powers are to be used
in accordance with Nature’s laws and God’s:
And pray to God in Heaven whom Nature owns
As her great master, that He will, in the end.
Come to your aid when Atropos shall seek
To bury you in Hell.
He is the cure
Of body andof soul - the mirror He
Of Lady Nature. She had nothing known
Were it not for that mirror true and fair.
He rules and governs her; no other law
Has she than His, Whate'er she knows she learned
From Him when she at first was made His chamberlain.
(p. 422, 11. 308-17)
The doctrine of Nature and Genius also has a universality,
equalled only by the doctrine of Reason.

They speak with authority

on all parts of the natural order, just as Reason speaks with authority
on all things above the natural.

Their superiority over the other

teachers having thus been established, Nature and Genius close the
debate by drawing together the threads of the argument and summing
up the partial truth to be found in the preceding discourses.

The

principal feature of these closing lines of the debate sequence is
Genius’s vision of Paradise and his contrast of the Shepherd’s Park
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with the Garden of Delight:
Now whoso’er would make comparison
Between that garden square, whose little gate
Was closed with bars, wherein the Lover Saw
Sir Mirth and all his meinie caroling,
And Fairfield Park I ’ve just described to you
Would err as greatly if he thought them like
• As one who would consider fable truth.
(p. 430, 11. 1-7)
But now let’s talk of all the lovely things
The Shepherd’s Park includes. I must be brief
For I this sermon shortly must conclude.
Though I ’d proceed aright, I do not know
How properly to speak; for there’s no heart
That can conceive - no human tongue describe —
The mighty worth and beauty of the things
Contained therein, nor the delightful games,
The everlasting joys, sincere and great,
That are experienced by those within.
(p. 432, 11. 24-73)
Soon as they’re watered, no more thirst.they have,
But live together as they will, nor feel
The blight of illness or the sting of death.
In lucky hour they pass within these gates;
In lucky hour they see the Lamb of God,
Whom they may follow in the narrow path,
While the Good Shepherd guards, whose only wish
Is to purvey them harborage with Him.
None who once drink from that pure stream can die;
For this is not the fountain ’neath the tree
The Lover saw enclosed in marble verge.
He should be ridiculed who praised that spring The bitter, poisonous Fountain Perilous
That killed the fair Narcissus, who therein
Admired himself until he pined away.
The Lover himself until he pined away.
(p. 432, 11. 83-93)
In this passage Genius again acts as a surrogate of Reason who has
long since departed from the center stage.

Although the Lover has

rejected the exhortations of Reason, much the same doctrine is
acceptable when coming from the mouth of Genius.
In terms of the whole of Jean de Meun’s plan, Reason, Nature
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and Genius are inextricably linked as distinct but nonetheless
complementary planes of the same cosmos.

In the sphere of Nature

and Genius, the chief end of man is to glorify God by the perpetuation
of his earthly image.

Life, then, is the highest value, the sovereign

beauty of the created universe, for in it is revealed the sovereign
beauty of God.

There need not be a conflict between the sphere of

Nature and Genius and the sphere of Reason, as long as man channels
his natural concupiscence toward ends which are in keeping with
Reason.

Ill
Although the background material presented in the first section
of this paper is essential to an understanding of the possible inter
pretations of the Romance of the Rose, the analysis executed in the
second section does not strictly follow any one of the three major
critical approaches.

The treatment given to the poem was dictated b y

the fact that here the Romance is being considered primarily as a
work of art, and the meaning of the allegory thus becomes secondary
to the argument for dramatic and artistic unity.

After exploring the

possibilities for interpreting what the poem is saying, I turned
in the second section to a consideration of how it is being said.
My use of the arguments of C. S. Lewis against the artistry
of Jean de Meun as a point of departure for my own analysis does
not preclude the validity of the allegorical interpretation.

Rather,

it constitutes a reevaluation of a portion of the poem which Lewis
summarily dismissed as a series of disjointed and useless digressions.
The foregoing attempt to establish the existence of some measure of
design in Jean de Meun's portion of the Romance does not mean to say
that this section of the poem is tightly constructed or that Jean was
more interested in form than in ideas.

The internal evidence of the

poem, however, particularly in the figures and doctrine of Reason,
Nature and Genius, suggests that for his purposes - the presentation
of a "mirror of love" - the structure and dramatic unity are quite
sufficient.

The fulfillment of his purpose permits him to present
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love in all its aspects, thus allowing him to include tangential
material which might otherwise be termed inappropriate.
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